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Abstract

We propose an atomistic model to describe extended {311} defects in silicon. It is based on

the combination of interstitial and bond defect chains. The model is able to accurately reproduce

not only planar {311} defects, but also defect structures that show steps, bends or both. We

use molecular dynamics techniques to show that these interstitial and bond defect chains spon-

taneously transform into extended {311} defects. Simulations are validated by comparing with

precise experimental measurements on actual {311} defects. The excellent agreement between the

simulated and experimentally derived structures, regarding individual atomic positions and shape

of the distinct structural {311} defect units, provides strong evidence for the robustness of the

proposed model.

PACS numbers: 61.72.Cc, 61.72.Nn, 61.43.Bn, 68.37.Ma
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I. INTRODUCTION

Defect engineering in semiconductors is a topic of great interest. Ion implantation and

annealing are key processing steps used for the fabrication of PN junctions within the man-

ufacturing industry of Si and Ge electronic devices. Besides the introduced dopant atoms,

excess self-interstitials above equilibrium conditions are generated in the lattice. They form

aggregates that evolve through an Ostwald ripening process: larger defect clusters grow at

the expense of single interstitials freed from smaller and less stable agglomerates.1 At sizes

of several hundred interstitials these aggregates become visible in transmission electron mi-

croscopy (TEM) images, they show regular atomic structures, and are generally known as

extended defects.2,3 The type of defects which can be observed depends on the implantation

and annealing conditions. Most common in Si are the so-called {311} defects, the {111} rod-

like defects, and the Frank and perfect dislocation loops, which lie in a {111} plane.4,5 While

not common in Si, extended planar {001} aggregates have also been observed in Ge.2 Some

of these defects show photoluminiscent signals and have been proposed to fabricate optical

emitters compatible with the standard and well-established integrated-circuit technology.6,7

Among interstitial-rich extended defects, {311} defects have received much attention

because they are formed during implantation and annealing conditions relevant to Si pro-

cessing. They act as a reservoir of interstitials that are slowly released during subsequent

thermal treatments causing the transient enhanced diffusion (TED) of interstitial-diffusing

dopants.8 The atomic structure of {311} defects was determined by Takeda using TEM.9 It

consists of large interstitial chains along the 〈110〉 direction, packed together along the {311}

plane, which gives this defect its name. Its atomic model can be described as a sequence of

structural units of three types: I units, which are two tiny rods of hexagonal Si containing

the interstitial 〈110〉 chains; O units, 8-member rings with no excess nor deficit of atoms

with respect to perfect lattice; and E units, 7-member rings at the defect boundaries.10

These units also show five-member rings which act as an interface between the {311} defect

and the surrounding perfect crystal. Usually ion implantation and annealing lead to the

formation of long and narrow {311} defects, while high-dose electron irradiation produces

much wider structures.3,9 Apart from the perfectly planar {311} defects, structures with

steps and bends have also been observed.11

Due to the technological relevance of extended {311} defects, it would be desirable to
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have an atomistic model, simple enough but with predictive capabilities, able to reproduce

the different structures they can adopt. A number of theoretical investigations on the {311}

defect based on first-principles and tight-binding calculations, regarding its structure, ener-

getics, and induced strain fields, have been published.10,12–15 In all these studies the atomic

configurations of {311} defects were used as an input. Consequently, these calculations are

not able to explain how extended {311} defects generate from simpler agglomerates. Cre-

ation of {311} defects as the result of the coordinated generation of long interstitial chains

and switching of atomic bonds, as it has been proposed,10,15 seems rather unrealistic.

In a previous paper we proposed an atomistic model for the description and formation

of planar {311} defects based on chains of self-interstitials and bond defects (BDs).16 By

the use of classical molecular dynamics (MD) techniques, we showed that these precursor

chains are metastable and spontaneously transform into planar {311} defects when annealed

at high temperatures. The only assumption in our simulations was the exact nature of the

precursors, based on the fact that chains of self-interstitials and BDs in a Si lattice natu-

ratlly follow a {311} plane. Recently we compared the simulation results with experimental

measurements obtained by high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning TEM (STEM)

images.17 Agreement between experiment and theoretical atomic positions was better than

± 0.05 nm. It was also found that the shape of five-, six-, seven- and eight-member rings in

{311} defect units varies as a function of position within the defect, and that was perfectly

reproduced in the simulations. In the present paper we extend the validity of our atom-

istic model to also reproduce stepped and bent (v-shaped) {311} defects. Experimental

characterization of these defects is also carried out in order to compare and validate the

model.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we briefly describe the basis of our atomistic

model. The experimental setup used to generate, identify and characterize extended {311}

defects with steps and bends is described in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we show our simulation

results reproducing the particular structures observed in the experiments, with a detailed

comparison between theory and measurements. Finally the main conclusions are summarized

in Sec. V.
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(a) (b)

(c)

{311}

FIG. 1: Ball and stick models of: (a) the Si di-interstitial, (b) a linear defect with one BD chain

and two Si interstitial chains, and (c) a planar defect with three BD chains and four Si interstitial

chains. Solid and open triangles indicate Si interstitials and BD atoms, respectively.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

Our model is based on the combination of self-interstitials and BDs. The BD consists of

a local rearrangement of bonds in the semiconductor lattice without any excess or deficit

of atoms.18,19 It has been shown that when two Si self-interstitials interact to form a di-

interstitial, a BD is generated between them, which lowers the formation energy with respect

to the corresponding two individual interstitials.20 A ball and stick model of the Si di-

interstitial is shown in Fig. 1(a). This result was obtained with MD simulations using the

Tersoff 3 potential to describe silicon interactions.21 However, the structure of the Si di-

interstitial does not seem to depend on that particular interatomic potential, as it has been

also predicted as a stable Si di-interstitial configuration by the Stillinger-Weber potential22

and first-principle calculations.23,24

By repeating the Si di-interstitial structure (interstitial-BD-interstitial), extended defects

can be generated. In Fig. 1(b) we show a defect generated by repeating the di-interstitial

structure along the 〈110〉 direction. It can be described as two rows of interstitial atoms

and one row of BDs in between. Analogously, additional BDs and Si interstitials can be

added at both sides. This procedure generates planar defects as the one shown in Fig.
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1(c). Interestingly enough, its habit plane is precisely the {311} plane. In a previous

paper we demonstrated that these interstitial and BD chains form metastable structures

in the Si lattice, which spontaneously transform into {311} defects when annealed at high

temperatures.16

These simulation results suggest a possible pathway for the formation of extended {311}

defects from simpler agglomerates. Following implantation and during annealing, self-

interstitials start to diffuse and interact to form small defect clusters.25 Some of them are

fast-diffusing species, such as the di- and tri-interstitial, as it has been demonstrated us-

ing ab initio techniques.26 On the other hand, the compact tetra-interstitial structure is

inmobile and fairly stable.27 The compact tetra-interstitial structure appears to be the nu-

cleation site for {001} planar defects. However, the case of {311} defects is not so clear,

but our simulation results suggest that they can be formed when Si di-inerstitials accumu-

late along the 〈110〉 direction. In fact, it has been postulated that following implantation

and/or during the ramping-up of the anneal most interstitial defects in Si are in the form

of di-interstitials.28 From TED experiments, it has been suspected that precursors of {311}

defects might exist with binding energies intermediate between those of the di-interstitials

and of extended defects.29 These precursors could be the metastable di-interstitial 〈110〉

chains of our model.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

Experimental sample material was prepared by implanting 1×1015 cm−3 indium ions into

n-type (100) Si with an energy of 40 keV and an angle of 7o to the surface normal. These

conditions produce an amorphous layer approximately 50 nm thick. Following implantation,

the sample was annealed at 600 oC for 2 minutes in a N2 atmosphere. This resulted in the

formation of end-of-range defects at a depth commensurate with the amorphous-crystalline

interface. Electron microscopy specimens were prepared by tripod polishing combined with

low voltage (< 800 V) ion milling, as described in Ref. 30.

HAADF STEM imaging was performed using a FEI-Titan 80-300 STEM operated at

200 keV and equipped with two aberration correctors. A convergence angle of 19 mrad and

detector inner semiangle of 75 mrad were employed. Experimental images were obtained

in the [01̄1̄] direction and oriented such that the X and Y axes were parallel to [01̄1] and
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FIG. 2: Unprocessed HAADF STEM images of extended {311} defects. (a) Stepped defect struc-

ture; (b) v-shaped defect structure; (c) v-shaped structure with a step. The crystallographic

coordinate system used for experimental data analysis is shown as an inset in (c).

[100], respectively. Electron energy loss spectroscopy was used to determine a specimen

thickness of (25± 5) nm in the region of the {311} defect using the mean-free path of total

inelastic scattering.31 Figure 2 presents the HAADF STEM images of three extended {311}

structures: (a) a stepped defect structure; (b) a v-shaped defect structure; (c) a v-shaped

structure with a step.
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TABLE I: Features of the cells used in MD simulations.

Cell X axis orientation Y axis orientation Z axis orientation X size (Å) Y size (Å) Z size (Å) Number of atoms

C1 [23̄3̄] [311] [01̄1] 127.4 93.5 23.0 13752

C2 [01̄1] [100] [01̄1̄] 119.1 76.0 23.0 10512

C3 [01̄1] [100] [01̄1̄] 96.0 70.7 23.0 7872

IV. RESULTS

A. MD simulations

In order to compare with the experimentally observed {311} structures, three different

simulation cells were prepared: the first (C1) for the stepped defect, second (C2) for the

v-shaped, and third (C3) for the defect that shows both a step and a bend. Starting from the

perfect Si lattice, we introduced 10 BD rows and 12 interstitial rows in C1, 13 BD rows and

16 interstitial rows in C2, and 9 BD rows and 12 interstitial rows in C3, always following the

extended defect geometries found in the experimental images. The specific features of each

simulation cell are summarized in Table I. These three cells were annealed using a classical

MD simulation scheme.32 We applied periodic boundary conditions along the X and Z axes,

and free boundary conditions along the Y axis for allowing the volume relaxation of the

MD cells. Cell sizes in Z direction are the same in all cases (23.0 Å), which correspond to

six lattice periods. By running MD simulations in thicker cells, we have tested that such a

small number of lattice periods in Z direction does not introduce finite size effects.

We used the Tersoff 3 potential to describe Si atomic interactions.21 This potential has

been shown to give a good description of both point defects and Si structures different

from the lowest energy tetrahedral diamond lattice.33–36 We have carried out annealing

simulations at a temperature of 1400 K. Taking into account that Tersoff 3 predicts a crystal

Si melting temperature of 2400 K,37 a Tersoff 3 temperature of 1400 K would be equivalent

to a real temperature of around 700◦C, of the order of temperatures typically used in Si

anneal experiments.3 Besides, high temperatures imply faster dynamics that allow obtaining

meaningful results in a reduced amount of simulation time.

During annealing, and due to the structural transformation, energy is freed in the form

of latent heat. If no special care is taken to eliminate such excess heat (that in real silicon

would dissipate through the lattice), it remains within the MD cell due to periodic boundary
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3: (color online) XY snapshots taken during annealing at 1400 K of MD cell C1: (a) initial

configuration, (b) at 1.2 ns, and (c) final configuration at 3 ns. Colors in the final defect indicate

the structural units: red for I units, yellow for the O unit, blue for E units and green for the S

unit.

conditions. To avoid such an artificial temperature increase, atom velocities were re-scaled

every 1000 time-steps to maintain a constant temperature in the cell. We have used the

fourth order Gear predictor-corrector algorithm to integrate equations of motion.38

Figures 3, 4 and 5 represent several XY snapshots taken during the annealing simulations

of cells C1, C2 and C3, respectively, showing the structural transformation from the initial

interstitial and BD rows to the final extended {311} defects found in the experiments. These

defect structures behave as of being of infinite length along the 〈110〉 direction since, as we

mentioned above, periodic boundary conditions are applied in Z. From the last snapshots it

is easy to identify the very well known E, I and O units. Apart from them, it is also possible

to identify the structural units that build steps and bends. Final defect in C1 shows a step

(see Fig. 3(c)) which consists on two five-member rings and two seven-member rings. We

will refer to this particular atomic arrangement as an S unit. The final defect in C3 also

shows a step (see Fig. 5(c)), but the arrangement of five- and seven-member rings in that
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 4: (color online) XY snapshots taken during annealing at 1400 K of MD cell C2: (a) initial

configuration, (b) at 0.8 ns, and (c) final configuration at 2.4 ns. Colors in the final defect indicate

the structural units: red for I units, yellow for O units, blue for E units and orange for the V unit.

step, which we will refer to as an S’ unit, is different with respect to the S unit. Defects

in C2 and C3 show a bend (Figures 4(c) and 5(c)), whose particular atomic arrangement

is the same in both cases, consisting in three seven-member rings, three six-member rings

typical of a hexagonal lattice, and three five-member rings. We will refer to this structure

as a V unit. The S and V units were already considered in the tight-binding calculations of

Kim et al. and Alippi and Colombo.13,14 However, and as far as we know, the S’ unit has

not yet been reported. Following the notation usually employed to describe {311} extended

defects, the structure of defects found after annealing of C1, C2 and C3 are EIIOIISIIE,

EIVIOIIIOIIE and EIS’IIOIVIE, respectively.

In Fig. 6 we present simplified schematics of the transformations from the interstitials

and BD rows to the final {311} defect structures. During the MD annealing simulations,
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 5: (color online) XY snapshots taken during annealing at 1400 K of MD cell C3: (a) initial

configuration, (b) at 0.8 ns, and (c) final configuration at 2 ns. Colors in the final defect indicate

the structural units: red for I units, yellow for the O unit, blue for E units, green for the S’ unit

and orange for the V unit.

interstitial atoms move along the defect and reorganize their positions following the arrows

indicated in Fig. 6(b). Interstitial atoms reorganize further trying to find the local potential

energy minima, as shown in Fig. 6(c). Isolated BD rows remain at the left side of the C1

defect and at both sides of C2 defect. These isolated BD rows later recombine and perfect

lattice is recovered at the defect sides. This produces the narrowing of the extended defects

in C1 and C2 with respect to the initial configuration of BD and interstitial rows. The same

result was observed in previous simulations involving planar {311} defects.16 Our atomistic

model predicts a 50% ratio between I and O units, but in fact the defect width shrinks

during the transformation to a final higher ratio between I and O units. This is in fair
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C3: Stepped/v-shaped {311}C2: V-shaped {311}C1: Stepped {311}

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 6: (color online) Schematics for the structural transformations observed in the MD simula-

tions: (a) starting configurations with interstitial (red) and BD (gray) rows, (b) interstitial atoms

move along the defect following the indicated arrows, (c) interstitial atoms reorganize further trying

to find the local potential energy minima, and (d) isolated bond defect rows at sides recombine,

while some bond reorganization takes place at defect bends.

agreement with experiments, where a ratio of 62% has been found in wide {311} defects.9

Theoretical calculations have shown that the separation of O units between one, two or

three I units observed in TEM acts to relax the strain energy introduced in the Si lattice

by the I units.10,14 In Fig. 6(d) we show the final configurations where some further atomic

rearrangements have taken place at the vertex of C2 and C3 defects. From these schematics

it is easy to realize that S and S’ units have no excess atoms with respect to the perfect

lattice. However, V units do introduce two extra interstitial rows in the lattice as it is the

case of I units. It is worth noting here that these are only simplified rearrangement schemes,

since in practice atoms move significantly along the Y direction and some of them in the Z

direction as well. Apart from the BDs that end up isolated at the defect sides, positions of
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BDs are not altered along the structural transformation, although their constituent atoms

can be exchanged during annealing by atoms that previously occupied interstitial or perfect

lattice positions.

B. Experimental-theoretical comparison

In order to compare the experimental defect structures with the theoretical structures,

atomic column positions were determined from the experimental images using the proce-

dure outlined in Ref. 17. In brief: X and Y axes were defined parallel to [01̄1] and [100],

respectively; atomic column positions r = (x, y) were determined by fitting two-dimensional

Gaussians to each peak position and the x- and y-standard deviations (σx and σy, respec-

tively) of the Gaussian fit were taken as the uncertainty in the experimental peak positions.

No distortion correction or averaging was performed on the HAADF STEM images prior

to or during comparison with theoretical data. The positions of the atomic columns from

the MD simulation were determined by averaging the x- and y-coordinates of atoms on each

column in the modeled structures. Experimental peak positions were aligned to the theoret-

ical positions using the Procrustes transformation.39 In the case of the stepped defect, 420

column positions (134 columns associated with the defect and 286 columns associated with

the bulk) were used to align the data, while 618 column positions (172 from the defect and

446 from the bulk) and 432 column positions (142 from the defect and 290 from the bulk)

were used to align the v-shaped and stepped/v-shaped defects, respectively.

The aligned experimental and theoretical peak positions from the stepped, v-shaped and

stepped/v-shaped defects are shown in Figs. 7(a), 8(a) and 9(a), respectively. The theoretical

derived structures agree with the experimental structures in all cases. Considering all three

defect structures, 1470 column positions compared (448 columns associated with defect

structures and 1022 associated with the bulk), 1458 sets agreed within ±0.05 nm, which is

the average uncertainty in the experimental position and within 95% confidence (12 sets had

separations between 0.05 and 0.1 nm). In addition to comparing absolute column position,

the side lengths and inner angles of all of the five-, six-, seven- and eight-member rings

were compared for the three structures. For all three defect structures, the mean difference

between the experimental and theoretical side lengths was (0 ± 0.02) nm (considering only

unique side lengths) and the mean difference between inner angles was (0± 12)o.
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FIG. 7: (color online) (a) Structural units associated with the stepped defect measured from

the experimental column positions (red ) and aligned to theoretical column positions (blue ⊙).

Error bars on experimental positions represent σx and σy of the Gaussian fit. Four seven-member

rings (labeled (b)–(e)) are highlighted on (a). (b)–(e) The inner angles and detailed structural

comparison for the seven-member rings as labeled in (a). Inner angles are numbered in a clockwise

direction starting from one, as indicated in the structural comparison plots. The boxes containing

the structural comparison plots are 0.4 nm square. All experimental points in are plotted with

error bars, though they may appear within the plot symbols. In (b)–(e) solid red and dashed blue

lines connecting experimental and theoretical data points (respectively) have been added as a guide

for the eye.

Structural variations of the different five-, six-, seven- and eight-member rings along the

defects were of particular interest. We compared the side lengths, inner angle magnitudes

and overall shape of the different ring structures along the length of the three defects (exam-

ples of this type of data comparison can be found in Ref. 17). Subtle structural variations in

the five- and seven-member rings were observed along the length of the defects for all three

defects, for example different aspect ratios or distortions. These variations were observed
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(e)

FIG. 8: (color online) (a) Structural units associated with the v-shaped defect measured from the

experimental column positions and aligned to theoretical column positions. Four seven-member

rings (labeled (b)–(e)) are highlighted on (a). (b)–(e) The inner angles and detailed structural

comparison for the seven-member rings as labeled in (a). The boxes containing the structural

comparison plots are 0.4 nm square. Plot symbols, error bars and angle number are as in Fig. 7.

in both the experimental and theoretical data and are readily observable by analyzing the

variation of inner angles as a function of position within the different ring structures. For

this analysis, the inner angles were numbered from one to seven in a clockwise direction,

such that the first angle was in the same position relative to the shape/symmetry of the

ring. Considering the seven-member rings, four unique ring structures were observed in

both the stepped and v-shaped defects (shown in Figs. 7(b)–(e) and 8(b)–(e), respectively),

while five unique ring structures were observed in the stepped/v-shaped defect (shown in

Fig. 9(b)–(f)). Similarities between seven-member rings from the different defects can also

be noted, for example the rings shown in Figs. 7(b), 8(d) and 9(d) show the same trend in

inner angle. In all cases the theoretical ring structures show the same trends in inner angle

and overall ring shape as the experimental ring structures.
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1

1

1

1

1

FIG. 9: (color online) (a) Structural units associated with the stepped/v-shaped defect measured

from the experimental column positions and aligned to theoretical column positions. Five seven-

member rings (labeled (b)–(f)) are highlighted on (a). (b)–(f) The inner angles and detailed

structural comparison for the seven-member rings as labeled in (a). The boxes containing the

structural comparison plots are 0.4 nm square. Plot symbols, error bars and angle number are as

in Fig. 7.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed an atomistic model able to describe the structural features of extended

{311} defects in silicon. The model is based on the alternate combination of interstitial and

bond defect chains. Using molecular dynamics simulations, we have demonstrated that the

interstitial and bond defect chains spontaneously transform into extended {311} defects.

Since the combination of these chains is an extension of the Si di-interstitial structure in

〈110〉 and 〈311〉 directions, the model presents a pathway for the formation of extended {311}

defects from simpler point defects. The model is able to reproduce both planar defects and

those that show steps and bends. In fact, from the simulations we have identified a particular

atomic arrangement in a {311} defect step not previously reported.
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We have been able to acheive experimental sub-̊angstrom precision using unprocessed

HAADF STEM images in order to compare our simulation results with experimental {311}

defect structures that show steps, bends and both. We have found very good agreement be-

tween calculated and experimental atomic positions, of the order of the average uncertainty

in the experimental measurements. The model is also able to correctly predict the variation

in the shape of five-, six-, seven- and eight-member rings along the {311} defects, as well as

the defect width shrinkage acounting for a more than 50% ratio between I and O units.
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